
Bucket Hanger Kit
The heavy duty SaniServ bucket hanger is designed 
to eliminate the need for an employee to stand and hold 
a 25 to 30 pound bucket under the spigot while draining 
product, cleaning solutions or sanitizer during the clean-
ing process.  Typically, rather than holding the bucket, the 
employee will rest it on the drip tray where the bucket can 
slip and spill.  If the bucket has a bail they will hang it on 
the spigot  plunger or handle.  Hanging the bucket on the 
spigot eventually leads to the face plate cracking.  It is not 
a case of if it will crack, but when it will crack.  We have 
received many complaints from end users about cracking 
face plates.  When we receive the face plate for inspec-
tion, 99% of the cracks are stress cracks caused by buck-
ets hanging from the spigot.  This is a very expensive part 
to replace.

The new bucket hanger fits on the top of the machine with 
one end extending into the mix pan and then hangs over 
the front of the machine.  The hook on the front of the 
bucket hanger holds the bail of the bucket, allowing it to 
swing under the spigot opening.  This makes the process 
nearly hands free.

The bucket hanger is made of 11 gauge stainless steel 
and will support up to 20 quarts of liquid.  The bucket 
hangers are machine specific, therefore, you will need 
to specify the model number when ordering the bucket 
hanger.  Bucket hangers are sold separately and in a kit, 
which includes a specially designed heavy duty
SaniServ bucket.

Cleaning Buckets and rerun containers increase your 
productivity with SaniServ Products!

Bucket
Hanger

We reserve the right to change specifications and product 
designs without notice.  Such revisions do not entitle the 
buyer to corresponding changes, improvements, additions 
or replacements for previously purchased equipment.

MODEL
NUMBER.

WHITE
BUCKET KIT

GREY
BUCKET KIT

RED
BUCKET KIT

691, 798, 791, 808 188633-W 188633-G 188633-R
707 188634-W 188634-G 188634-R

501, 527 188635-W 188635-G 188635-R
424, 624, 521, 522, 724, 824 188636-W 188636-G 188636-R

407, DF200 188637-W 188637-G 188637-R
401, 408, 404, 414 188638-W 188638-G 188638-R

601, 608, 614 188638-W 188638-G 188638-R
708, 709, 714 188638-W 188638-G 188638-R

108 188641-W 188641-G 188641-R
704 188642-W 188642-G 188642-R

Job:  ___________________________

Item No. ________________________
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Image shown is not actual size.

We reserve the right to change specifications and 
product design without notice.  Such revisions do 
not entitle the buyer to corresponding changes, 
improvements, additions or replacements for 
previously purchased equipment.

Cord Sets
SaniServ is pleased to announce the avail-
ability of the cord, plug and receptacle op-
tions for all 230 volt machines.  The cord and 
plug will be assembled but not attached to the 
machine and shipped with receptacle.  This is 
part of our “Plug and Play” concept.  Making 
ownership of SaniServ equipment as friendly 
as possible is top priority.

We reserve the right to change specifications and 
product design without notice.  Such revisions do 
not entitle the buyer to corresponding changes, 
improvements, additions or replacements for 
previously purchased equipment.

20 Amp, 1 Phase cord shown, receptacle not shown

MACHINE MODEL CORD SET
401, 601, 709 - 1 Phase 13481

404, 414, 501, 527, 614, 704, 714 - 1 Phase 13486
424, 522, 624, 724, 824 - 1 Phase 188648 *

408 - 1 Phase 13487
521 - 1 Phase 188644 *

424, 521, 522, 624, 724, 824 - 3 Phase 188649 *
401, 404, 414, 501, 527, 601, 614, 704, 709, 714 - 3 Phase 13488

Job:  ___________________________

Item No. ________________________

* Contains (2) complete cord sets for machines with 2 compressors

O-Ring Removers
SaniServ is pleased to announce 
the availability of the O-Ring remover 
tool. This tool makes assembling and 
disassembling SaniServ machines 
even easier.

ITEM
NUMBER

DESCRIPTION

188629 Box of 200
188661 Kit of 5
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